Comprehending Change 3.0
RUNNING IN PLACE...
Why organizational change is still stuck in neutral and
how to move forward

It all boils down to one simple question for CEOs and
leaders of organizational change:
How smart do you want your employees to be?
By directing communications to be contextual, provocative,
frequent, fluid, multi-directional and relevant, people throughout
an organization are intellectually and emotionally equipped to
successfully address the circumstances surrounding change – thus
empowering them to move from observer to contributor, and from
perceiving themselves as part of the blame to seeing themselves as
the solution.
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“Do not go where the path may lead.

Go instead where there is no path, and leave a trail.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Welcome Change 3.0.
Change 3.0 builds on the lessons learned from the first two
generations of change and recognizes that unless employees
see, believe and experience the totality of their business reality
and assimilate it into their individual reality, it doesn’t matter if an
organization’s strategy and processes are improved. Simply put, the
company will not achieve the change it wants or needs.
Change 3.0 recognizes that the basis for successful change resides
at the outset of an initiative. Successful change is a direct function
of how the change is defined and plotted initially, and it requires the
involvement of key people up and down the company hierarchy to
provide insight, focus, content, context, cadence and definitions
of success. It reflects and helps shape the prevailing employee
worldview to accomplish strategic objectives, using a variety of tools
that work in harmony.

Change 3.0 is about Employee Engagement (not
leadership directive and management implementation).
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Spinning our wheels…or simply a bump on the road?
What did the 2000s (the “oh’s” or “aughts,” if you prefer) teach us about organizational change?
How did we get smarter? Where did we progress…or remain stagnant?
What do we need to bear in mind entering the next 10 years?
First, some brief history: in 1999, on the cusp of a new millennium, the paper “Ten Tumultuous
Years: Examining a Decade of Change”* generated attention for its examination of change
management through the lens of strategic internal communications, along with the implications
of change for leaders and communicators alike. The paper reflected a premise that was only
beginning to take shape—specifically, that the ability to wisely manage change is an essential
ingredient in avoiding marginalization and maintaining competitiveness.

*Published August 1999; Counselors Academy, Public Relations Society of America and Gary F. Grates; Counselors
Academy Monograph, #9468.
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This was a significant realization at the time. As a follow-up to that, this paper explores our
collective progress since then, which has quite frankly been mixed, and provides a roadmap
for moving forward.
On a positive note, there is no doubt we have embarked on a remarkable journey of selfdiscovery as leaders, managers, employees and consumers. This journey has combined
our superior understanding of how organizations work and how people think with the gamechanging explosiveness of emerging technology to put us on the doorstep of a new generation
of organizational change—what we call Change 3.0 (see box). On an intellectual level, the
role of communications in preventing marginalization and bolstering competitiveness—almost
revolutionary concepts 10 years ago—are now generally understood.
For the more literal-minded, a well-spring of statistics bears out these concepts. A recent
study noted that companies with effective communicators achieved 47 percent higher total
returns to shareholders over the last five years compared to firms judged to have less effective
communications. Further, the best-performing organizations are three times more likely to train
their managers to deal openly with resistance to change.

The Progression of Change (circa 1990 - 2010)
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Change 1.0 (1990-1999):

Business Process (changing how we do things)

Change 2.0 (2000-2009):

Business Strategy (changing what we do)

Change 3.0 (2010-Forward):

Business Engagement (fostering employee ownership)

On the downside, the progress we’ve made as leaders and communicators in terms of
understanding the nuances of change hasn’t consistently translated into practical organizational
benefit—not because the concepts don’t work in the “real world,” but because organizations
haven’t been sufficiently forceful or mindful of adapting these breakthrough learnings in order
to manage their own change initiatives. When major change initiatives commence, companies
and their leaders tend to instinctively revert back to Change 1.0 or elements of Change 2.0. Too
often, we go where the well-worn path already leads, rather than carving out our own paths and
leaving a trail for others.
That new trail—the one we must collectively forge—marks the essence of Change 3.0, which
demands that we take a more holistic view of change and the communications that support it.
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Change 3.0: engagement trumps “process” and “strategy”
With Change 1.0, leaders placed “change” in a box, separating it from the very business it was meant to
improve. When launching a change initiative, the focus was on communicating process, forming process
improvement teams and presenting workflow charts. This certainly kept everyone busy, but none of these
efforts actually connected with the workforce, or addressed how the business could ultimately improve.
Communications was essentially a check list, created after all of the heavy strategic lifting had been done by
senior management and their management consultants.
We evolved to Change 2.0 in the late 1990s, largely as a result of organizations’ justifiable frustration at reengineering’s consistent lack of success. In this frustration, leaders turned their attentions to business strategy
and direction. How do we define our business? Who are our competitors? What discernable value do we offer
our customers?
This sort of self-analysis was enlightened and clearly a step in the right direction. Unfortunately, few
organizations were able to translate the answers into a sustainable model for change. Communications evolved
beyond the checklist, but most often resulted in a flurry of messaging—themes, tag lines and slogans plastered
on walls, screen savers and coffee mugs. This represented a greater attempt at defining change in some
rudimentary way. But again, more often than not, the sloganeering failed to connect with employees.
To be fair, organizations that “got it” began viewing change communications from a far more strategic
perspective. However, this was rare. Even today, the same survey referenced earlier notes that only 14 percent
of surveyed organizations explain the terms of their changing employee value proposition to their employees.
This is the exciting part. We’ve progressed to a stage where there’s more universal recognition that
communications is a strategic function and that change only works when it is aligned with employee
understanding, actions, rewards and recognition. It’s about perspective and behavior, which is neither a
process nor a destination. It’s about engagement, rather than sheer information dissemination.
Alas, this is where organizations tend to get stuck, running in place when they should be propelling forward.
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The Employee Worldview
Communications
Channels & Vehicles
External
Media

Rationale:
Financial
Performance

• Clarify employee and manager
point-of-view on the business,
leadership, competitive

Leadership
Visibility
& Credibility

Employees

Rewards &
Recognition

environment, workplace
experience and communication
• Establish qualitative and
quantitative benchmarks for

Relationship
with Manager
Company’s Vision,
Mission and Values

Current
Business
Environment

employee engagement, channel
and manager communication
effectiveness

Standard Summary:

Employee Profiles:

• Leadership perceptions of communication
and support needs

• Composite description of employee
worldview (by segment) both today and
in the future

• Employee views on:
-Credible information sources
-Understanding of business and strategy
-Information they lack

• Includes quotes, goals and
communications needs by segment
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How do we recognize Change 3.0?
Technology is both transforming and transformative. It changes almost daily and enables and
encourages employees to make their voices heard. In fact, they demand to be heard. This is in
large part because the nature of the workforce is also transforming. In 2010, so-called Millennials
actually out-number Baby Boomers in the workplace.
Over the last decade, we’ve learned that when it comes to organizational change, employees
across the spectrum are likely to experience fear about their futures, anxiety about their roles
and capabilities, skepticism based on prior unfulfilled promises of positive change and concern
about the fate of their colleagues. Even more telling is that people are often more fearful of
the people managing change, rather than the change itself. People don’t trust that the right
decisions, constructs and analyses are being made on their behalf.

Many of these considerations are largely overlooked in a Change 2.0 mindset,
but they provide the foundation for Change 3.0.
In Change 3.0, leaders and communicators facilitate employee access to technology, and help
give voice to their fears, concerns, anxieties and skepticism. They build frameworks unique
to their organizations so they can listen to what employees are saying and engage them in
constructive dialogue in order to connect company strategies to employee understanding
and motivation.
Change 3.0 leaders demystify change. They remove it from the realm of “secret sauce” whose
recipe must not be discussed and open the cookbook for all to see (one of the many reasons
social media are so essential today). In fact, building on the analogy, they engage employees
to improve the recipe—after all, they’re closer to the people (stakeholders) who will actually be
asked to eat the meal!
Further, Change 3.0 leaders view employees as a public constituency capable of decisionmaking, opinion-shaping and influencing whether the organization succeeds. We must fight for
their attention, just as we would a customer or any other stakeholder. We need to provide insight
into the thinking and purpose behind the decision-making.
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Unifying Change Management and Communications

Leadership and Employee Engagement
Most oft-neglected
part of change
communications

Strategy Articulation
Clarity Of Purpose
Outside-In Context
Leadership Actions
Dynamic Dialogue
Communications
Workstream

Participation
Involvement

Change
Management
Workstream

Information Flow
Communication
Education
Provides a good
foundation for change

Training
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Change 3.0, then, means that leaders are challenged to seek new ways to engage employees
during the journey of organizational change. In order to engage employees—particularly talent—
and make change a “real” thing, we must optimize new technologies and embrace greater
openness to involve our people through emotional as well as intellectual appeals. In the past
decade, we have learned that we cannot effectively sustain interest by focusing on only the
rational reasons behind change. The emotional reasons are equally important.
This highly emotional response requires us to rethink how we interact, manage and
communicate with our people, and even more importantly, how we engage them throughout the
journey.
It means little reliance on messages, slogans and posters and greater reliance on ongoing
conversations and consistent information exchange. It means less emphasis on town hall
meetings, speeches, videos and newsletters and greater emphasis on what happens in between
those events. It means recognizing that the cadence and even phrasing of information should be
fluid, evolving as the organization’s environment dictates—which can only be gauged by paying
constant attention to how people are reacting and behaving.
It also means viewing communications, perhaps for the first time, as the mechanism that
perpetuates engagement throughout the organization and change effort.
It further means accepting—not glossing over—the confusion, criticism and concerns that are
inevitable elements of any change effort. Change isn’t easy, and it isn’t smooth. Employees often
go “off script” in a way that leaders would rather not hear. But, in the end, people accept change
more easily if they feel they’re being dealt with honestly and if they’re being engaged. In reality,
every criticism or concern represents an opportunity for engagement and learning.
In essence, the evolution of communications means that many of the processes and tools of
Change 1.0 and Change 2.0 remain valid—but as tactical extensions of the smarter, more subtle
strategic imperatives of Change 3.0. Change efforts can no longer be run as static programs
when continuous communications and interactions are required with all constituencies—
employees, critics, customers and collaborators—in order to make change work.
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Making change work
While all change initiatives must have a clear goal or purpose, the underlying and long-term results should
be seen in one important area—decision-making.

Today’s workforce—comprised of more Millennials than Baby Boomers—demands
transparency, openness, involvement and context to accept decisions.
Change efforts should begin teaching and developing new abilities and skills to facilitate sound decisionmaking, risk-taking, information assessment, channel knowledge and relationship-building. These efforts
should engage employees and help them effectively operate from positions of confidence, not fear.

The Four Dimensions of Change Communications
Our collective experience in dissecting and comprehending the elements of successful business change
reveals four dimensions of communications. Each dimension must be built into any change effort with the
sum total moving people along a continuum of learning and ownership.

Informing
Socialization and Discussion
Thinking
Connectivity
17

Informing
Communications must populate the entire organization—from leaders to managers to all employees—
with the language, data and messages to shape understanding, strengthen comprehension and
encourage interest. Informing is a journey, not an event. The flow of information should be ongoing,
reflecting and describing the company’s evolving reality.
Leadership plays a crucial role here, of course. Leaders set the direction, tone, accountabilities and
consequences for an organization through their words as well as actions.
To effect change, leaders must first develop the “narrative.” That is, they must “tell a story” that
defines the specifics of the change effort against the backdrop of the business: its history, prospects,
challenges and advantages. What exactly needs to be addressed and why?
Further, leadership should establish a standard for how employees will interact with each other—
defining and demonstrating how the company will provide information, listen, respond and engage
people.
When done well, a narrative provides context and dimension from which employees can find their way.
Narrative provides the path. Similarly, a communications standard installs the necessary system for
interaction and flow of information (see example on opposite page).

Socialization and Discussion
Organizations, especially leaders and managers, must create opportunities for discussion and debate
throughout the organization at all levels. This last point is key: organizations that debate and explore
issues only at the senior-most levels typically fail to achieve their change goals because the balance of
employees never embrace those goals or become engaged in the process of achieving them.
It’s this socialization and discussion process that keeps ideas and learning fresh and relevant.
Managers can play a particularly important role here. The most powerful tool for a manager in a
change effort is to ask a question. Insightful questions that challenge assumptions and the status quo
generate the dialogue and answers that help shape the future. To do so, it’s critical that leaders and
managers comprehend how different groups within the organization “see” change (see pg. 20).
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What’s Your Company’s “Communications Standard?”
A generic version of an actual communications standard appears below:
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WHAT DO YOU SEE?
Perspectives of Major Change Efforts and the Impact on Communications:
Understanding Individual Motivations and Expectations

CEO

SENIOR/GROUP
LEADERSHIP

MIDDLE
MANAGEMENT

PROFESSIONAL
STAFF

PRODUCTION

ADMINISTRATIVE

COMMUNICATIONS
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Taking Action / Positive / Authoritative

Loss of Authority / Tempered

Increased Pressure / Cynicism

Scrutiny / Trepidation

Job Loss / Negative

Movement / Sense of Importance

Anxiety / Opportunity / Frustration

Better financial, operating results
 ppropriately valued organization
A
as evidenced by stock price,
P/E ratio, etc.
Lower costs, better efficiency

F aster, nimbler, better organization
New labor contract
Asset sales
Acquisition targets
Talent acquisition

S pecific cost targets
Staff reductions
Stronger integration
among functions

Less bureaucracy
T alent retention

 udget cuts
B
Less people, more work
Quality standards adherence

 orale issues
M
Opportunity
Information gaps—little direction

 ew procedures
N
Different performance expectations
Reduce costs—travel, development, etc.
Lots of activity—difficult to connect with results

 nsure
U
Little or no relevance
Contract protections—
layoffs, downsizing

 lame
B
Leadership failure/justification

 nseen info channel
U
Unofficial source

S trategist
Execution
Channel/techniques
Planning

P ulse Check
Enabler
Teacher
Facilitator

Thinking
Naturally, the essence of a company’s ongoing dialogue must be articulated, as well as the
nature of the change being sought as a result of that dialogue. This is where communications
plays a strong role—both as facilitator and interpreter of the dialogue. Communicators, in
essence, represent the nervous system of the change effort, prompting action and connecting
disparate events and experiences.
Communicators need to frame the elements of change in order to engage employees in the
change effort and to create the basis for discussion. Communicators also play an essential
role in pushing leaders and managers to be specific about the change they’re pursuing and
the tangible goals they believe the company must achieve as a result. The result of any change
communications effort should be discussion, dialogue and debate.

Connectivity
Almost by definition, companies—and people—tend to work in silos. Companies revert to old
habits, and people seek out like people and interact with those to whom they have the easiest
access, which are usually other employees with the same job description.
Communicators, with the buy-in of leaders, are uniquely positioned to tear down bureaucracies
and re-align organizations in a manner that supports change efforts and ongoing dialogue. From
a structural point of view, this means emphasizing connectivity and keeping people connected
to each other, the business (such as its products, developments, investments and decisions),
the marketplace and customers’ competitive threats.
Connectivity—and the systems and structures that support it—is where the “rubber meets the
road” in any change effort. Connectivity is the means to relationship-building, which is required
for change to flourish.
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Practical application of Change 3.0
We’ve spoken at length about the elements—both dramatic and subtle—of a Change 3.0
mindset and the lessons it offers. It’s all for naught if these lessons don’t translate into practical
actions. In the end, Change 3.0 should serve as a new construct for our organizational
communications efforts. Above all, Change 3.0 calls on communicators, as well as the
other leaders they serve, to first view change-management communications from a more
sophisticated, strategic perspective.
Consider a theoretical, but typical, real-world scenario: “Acme, Inc.” is embarking on a major
change initiative—let’s say a fundamental shift in its product development and marketing efforts.
If Acme’s internal communicators are like those in many companies, they’ll primarily embrace
elements of Change 1.0 and Change 2.0 and propose a series of tactics including newsletters,
blogs, new messaging, town hall meetings and the like.
Perhaps these activities are necessary or perhaps they’re not. However, a Change 3.0 approach
makes clear that these choices are premature.
Change 3.0 communicators lay claim to leadership rather than functionary positions. They
begin by defining and articulating the fundamental change at hand: what are we trying to
accomplish now that’s different from what we tried to accomplish before? This ensures universal
understanding.
From there, they tackle the big strategic questions facing the organization: is our workforce
prepared for this change? Where are the knowledge gaps? Do we have the right skill sets in
place? What mindsets and attitudes require transformation? How do we make these changes
understandable and palatable—and how do we need to treat different audiences differently,
given each group’s unique knowledge, fears and motivations? How do we need to change
management practices, both for practical reasons as well as to set the right example?
All of this should take place before any talk of newsletters or town halls.
This approach renders moot the cheerleading aspects of communications, which are often
hallmarks of Change 2.0 but frequently pursued without substantive backing.
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What does the future look like?

Vision, Strategy
and Leadership

Communications
Formal and
Informal Structures
and Rewards

Drives and Supports
organizational culture, change,
effectiveness and performance

Work Processes
and Technology

Reflecting back on the past decade, it’s instructive to consider how the nuances of change
management will continue to evolve in the decade ahead.
It is our belief that change will increasingly become “business as usual.” Embracing and effecting
change will become a part of the operating norm for companies, and increasingly leaders will
view communicators as enablers facilitating dialogue rather than disseminators of information.
The sort of information sharing and dialogue generation we’re only just embarking on will
become a core part of how companies—successful ones, at least—conduct their business.
Communications will be seen as driving and supporting change, rather than reacting and
responding to it.
This will especially be true as Millennials ascend to positions of greater responsibility. With their
greater reliance on and comfort with technology and social networking, constructive dialogue
and debate will become as commonplace as town hall meetings and memos are today.
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10 “Must Dos” for Change 3.0 Leaders
Whether you are the CEO, Chief Strategist or Chief Communications Officer, there are certain
lessons that should be respected as you embark on a major organizational change effort.
Here they are:

1
2
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Focus on education vs. promotion
Change should be viewed through the lens of learning and development—moving
people attitudinally and behaviorally from where they are to a new place. Themes,
slogans, and events minimize the importance and treat change as superficial.
Avoid them.

Are you ready to lead from 50,000 feet or at ground zero?
Without your commitment to and involvement in the change, there will be no
results.

3

Be proactive in addressing critics, confusion and concerns head-on

4

Ignore your instincts

5

Are you ready to see the world through the eyes of your management and workforce?

People don’t fear change as much as inconsistency and uncertainty. Be clear
about the goal and even clearer about the metrics.

Realize that what you think about things isn’t what anyone else thinks…find out
the reality and act on it.

Marketplace and competitive facts, data and figures are all important in making
a case for change. But the most important characteristic for a change leader is
empathy or the ability to comprehend how your key stakeholders view the world.

6
7
8
9
10

Remember the most powerful tool a leader or manager has in effecting change is a question
Rarely does anyone have the “answers” nor should they. Change is an iterative
process. Effective leadership is provoking the right questions for people so they
can find the right pathways.

Never confuse messages or events with discussion and experience
Change begins with a new conversation, is driven by discussion and is
accomplished through experience. Messages, events and other one-way tools
obstruct discussion, block debate and hinder experience. Effective change
leadership and change communications is about connecting messages to
conversations and events to experience by filling in the action between. What
happens before and after a Town Hall meeting? Leadership message? Major
decision? Manager briefing?

Change is not a linear journey
Your employees may already be further along than the organization; or the
leadership is further ahead in its thinking and aspirational goals. Either way,
change is iterative. Listen, be emphatic and move deliberatively with speed.

Mark the route to chart progress
Be specific with milestones - recognize and acknowledge achievement.

Make sure there is a “there” there
Avoid hyperbole at all costs, and focus on future and aspirational goals. Be
specific in terms of numbers and benefits.
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Edelman Change and Employee Engagement is the global organizational (internal)
change communications consulting group of Edelman, the largest independent public
relations firm in the world and the third largest overall. The mission of Edelman Change
and Employee Engagement is to advise and assist organizations on strengthening the
ability to implement corporate strategy and initiatives through management and employee
engagement and effective communications in order to build brands and achieve
business goals.
The group provides distinctive expertise in organizational effectiveness, culture
transformation, strategy implementation and accessibility, CEO transition and positioning,
internal branding, post-merger integration, labor-management relations, internal
communications programming and research/measurement.
www.change.edelman.com

To discuss the implications of change for your organization or for additional
information, contact:
Gary F. Grates
President and Global Managing Director
Edelman Change and Employee Engagement
+1 212-704-8184
gary.grates@edelman.com

About Edelman
Edelman is the world’s largest independent public relations firm, with 3,200
employees in 52 offices worldwide. Edelman was named Advertising Age’s
top-ranked PR firm of the decade; Adweek’s “2009 Agency of the Year”;
PRWeek’s “2009 Agency of the Year” and “UK Consultancy of the Year”; and
Holmes Report’s “Agency of the Decade,” “2009 Best Large Agency to Work
For” and “2009 Asia Pacific Consultancy of the Year.” Edelman owns specialty
firms Blue (advertising), StrategyOne (research), BioScience Communications
(medical education and publishing), and MATTER (sports and entertainment).
Visit www.edelman.com for more information.

